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INTRODUCTION :
~*.*K:,~.;.y:s* The FM oscillator/modulator is actually one circuit.“~>::,i,,~\!\*‘

The MC1374 was designed f~J,*~<& applications It is, more accurately, a voltage-controlled oscillator,

where separate audio and com~$si$”~ldeo signals are , which exhibits a nearly linear output frequency versus

available, which need to be @X$%*ed to a high quality input voltage characteristic for a wide deviation. This

VHF television signal. Iki/wllY suitedasan output provides a good FM source with few and inexpensive

devics for subscriptiod~~.~; decoders, video disk and external parts (no varactors). It has a frequency range
‘“~.*:Y,*:7

video tape players:.:$ of 1.4 to 14 MHz, and can typically produce a &25 kHz

The MC1374 c~~f~~s ioth FM and AM modulator modulated 4.5 MHz signal with about 0.6% total har-

tind oscillator $y,~ci~ne. The AM system is a basic monic distortion.

multiplier ..~+~”~~hed’ with an inte’gral balanced The MC1374 can deliver nearly constant output

oscillato,r:$tih~le of over 100 MHz operation. Both amplitude from a supply voltage of 5.0 V to 12 Vdc.

‘multi~?~e~~ignal inputs are brought out without Typical current drain is about 12 mA. With 75 Q as the

int~~+%~i,ghs, permitting flexibility of video dc level optionally selected source impedance, the open circuit

ati~:~iarity, and separate sound insertion. An exter- RF output voltage is 170 mV p-p, more than sufficient

‘~~~kistor value can be chosen to select video, gain. to drive a vestigial side-band output filter and still
}.: provide the 3.0 mV RMS permitted by the FCC.



:yIDEO MODULATOR (AM MODULATOR)
The AM modulator incorporated in this design is

FIGURE 2 – AM MODU~TOR ~~NSFER FUNCTION
.

exactly the MC1596 except that the “upper quad” iS
alreadv connected to a balanced oscillator drive source,

., -..
T

and is-therefore, not brought out. (See Figure 1.) All
other “handles” are available for use. Access to both
inputs enables the designer to keep video and inter-
carrier sound sources apart, Either input can be used 211RL

for either signal, as circuit layout demands, but the
I

arrangement shown is preferred ,to minimize interfer-
ence between input signals and oscillator circuits, and ;

5a=

to assure flexibility of video” polarity and amplitude:
Sa
o>

The input-output characteristics shown in ~gure 2, ~~ L- 1

a

expressing output peak-to-peak carrier as a function of I

the difference voltage between the inputs, pin 11 and

,.,,.,,a .,.-,>i
–IIRG ,&i@;;:’ ‘lRG

pin 1. This transfer function is extremely linear and
‘>. “

basically reflects two simple operating rules:
Differentia~Jnp~$:$l 1-V1 (Volts)

,~t, $*>\

1. When the inputs are equal, both Q1O and Qll
*J?*:>,,::

,~b‘$..~a.

conduct 11= 1.15mA each, established by internal
,\+*,’ii..,,.;.,i,

~,$:.~‘,.i>:.,,>\~
current sources, Q8 and Q9, The output voltage is

,1~%ks’,~$”.,e~e,~.i:,)>,h.
(theoretically) dc, and is 11 RL below VCC. transisto~$~~ers). At this input, the output volt-

2. As one of the inputs is lowered with respect to the age s:ti~gs”srom VCC to (VCC -211 RL), for a

other, the current in that input leg is transferred pe~~w-k RF output of 211RL, The conversion

to the other side, in the amount of ,,$~~n$~the system is, therefore,

$i$,$~~ut P-P = 211 RL = ~*(Vii- Vl)
RG

.t. ‘“3 Vll - V1 11 RG RG,*{:~’\J,

until both current sources feed only one side. (RG
,.>>i.~i,!l,‘i:$For a detailed explanation of the balanced modu-,7$ ,,.,

is the gain adjustment resistor between the input i:.~ti+:x~later’ ‘ee ‘N5321.>>?:,s- ,,’
.,s“ ‘~’...s,>,,‘:,



The load resistor RL is usually 75 Q to match a con- with good practice, to assure that background noise is

stant impedance filter and typical T.V. cable system. more than 60dB below standard white, the minimum

Other values are useable but a large value for RL will peak (sync tip) video should beat least 0.25 volt.
impose some limitation. This will be covered a little Although the MC1374 is a state-of-the-art device with

later under “Biasing the AM Section”. ft = 600 ~z transistors, the application at 60 MHz is

The gain resistor RG should be chosen in accordance not totally free of difficulty. Small phase errors within

with the available video amplitude. This will be cov- the device begin to introduce substantial amounts of

ered in greater detail in the section on 920 kHz beat 2nd harmonic in the RF output. At 61.25 MHz, the 2nd

generation, but a good guideline would be to allow harmonic is only 6 to 8dB below the maximum f~pda

twice the dynamic range whi<h would be anticipated mental. Though this poses no real impairme~~~?~er-

from just the peak (sync level) video: formance and would be ignored by a T.~~~~~wer’s

2 (peak video)
selectivity, it is disturbing in the lab wq~:$~,kbn try-

RG = 1.15 mA
ing to observe a modulation patterni!~$~k certainly
would not meet FCC approval. For..~~~@kon a double

While the theoretical range of input voltage and cor- pi low pass filter is shown in th$l.@%j@uit of Figure 3
responding RG is quite wide, there are other considera- and works well for channel 3a%, 4~@l work. For a fully
tions. At the upper end, the on-chip FM sound system commercial application, qi~~ti~~ sideband filter will
can only deliver a maximum of about 500 mV p-p of be required. (The gener~~$w,and approximate values
4.5 MHz to the AM modulator. This would imply a peak are shown in Appen@%..PY~&inceit is used to carefully
video of about 1.0 V maximum if standard broadcast truncate the lower ~;~~<~debands, it must be exactly
picture-to-sound ratio is to be observed. At the lower aligned to the pa~tiidr channel.
end, the primary limitation is one of noise. In keeping

“:~~,>,,,,$\,\;,,.>..i\l~~,\\:.;,,...,.,.t$~~’~.*F*,’,,,.,!~!:’::..-.~;,!k..~.,,*i ‘:, **.:,~-.+ ~’?~...$:~$,.:+$.’
*$...>-$‘,?:>..,

~,,f ~3.
.,,..,,},,

FIGURE 3 – AM SYSTE~:+~’*tRCUIT
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THE AM OSCILLATOR
Figure 5. At higher temperatures the slope approaches

The AM oscillator can be used dependably to about
2.0 kHz/°C. Improvement in this region would require

105 MHz. This goes well beyond the usual U.S. system
a temperature compensating tuning capacitor of the

channels 3 and 4 requirements (61.25 and 67.25 MHz),
N75 family (75PPM negative), but note that many

and is high enough to cover channels 1, 2 and 3 in
commercial designs only require 8.0 kHz/°C.

Japan (9i.25, 97.25 and 103.25). Remote electronic
bandswitching and crystal control can be readily FIGURE S – RF OSCILLATOR FREQUENCY

accommodated. Higher frequency operation, up to versus TEMPERATURE

U.S. channel 7 (176.25 MHz) has been achieved, but is 10

not recommended, due to problems with oscillator o
startup and unpredictable oscillator mode shifts.

The oscillator requires only a parallel LC from pin 6 --1o
to pin 7 with simple provisions for connecting supply :

voltage. Over a very broad range of Q, the oscillator ~ -20

will operate stably and start dependably, but an oper- Z
m -30

sting Q of 10 to 20 is recommended as a compromise z
between parasitic tendencies and poor starting. It is

z~ -40

best to keep the coil small and capacitance large to
~

minimize the variation due to the IC capacitance. The
E -50

capacitance added by the IC is approximately 4.0 PF, -60
but can approach 6.0 pF with socket and wiring.

Unbalanced operation; i.e., pin 6 or 7 bypassed to
-70

ground, is not recommended. Although the oscillator
will still run, and the modulator will produce a useable ,1:

signal, this mode causes substantial base-band video
**:.:,.‘.,

..& h%,,

feedthrough. The only reason for using the unbalanced
,,:~~ ~~~

+~“~,x,

H

25 50 75 100

tank wouid be simplification of bandswitching, but as :~~~>$‘“i’

Figure 4 shows, this can be accomplished just as econ-
,, Oscillator supply voltage stability is also good, par-&;. ..+s,

omically without using the unbalanced method.
‘$a’~~+~ticularly toward the 12 V end, as shown in Figure 6......:C+p;:t;;q~q.

xv<, Operation near the low voltage end may require some
,.>f:. supply regulation in stringent applications.,,S

*::,**’;,~..<.,..,,

FIGURE 4 – OSCILLATOR COMPONEN~$\$$> ?W5
FOR CHANNEL 3 AND 4 OPERATl~ $>$>;’<” FIGURE 6- RF OSCILLATOR FREQUENCY>,..$.:i,ii),L$:”,,~...+ ,. versus SUPPLY VOLTAGE

First tune L1 on Ch 4,
then C7 on Ch 3. Crystal control is feasible using the circuit shown in

Figure 7. The crystal is a 3rd overtone series type, used
in series resonance. The Ll, C2 resonance is adjusted
well below the crystal frequency and is sufficiently

The oscillator frequency with respect to IC chip tem- tolerant to permit fixed values. A frequency shift

perature is extremely well compensated. Performance versus temperature of less than 1.0 Hz/°C can be ex-

of the channel 3 standard test circuit shows less than petted from this approach. The resistors Ra and Rb are
~20 kHz total shift from O°C to 50°C as shown in to suppress parasitic resonances.



FIGURE 7 – CRVSTAL CONTROLLED RF OSCILLATOR The most common test method used in the industry
FOR CHANNEL 3, 61.25 MHz today for measuring “920” is to establish a reference

sync level of video, then add 30% chroma and -12dB of

Vcc
sound. This is usually interpreted to mean, for example:

Video reference = 1.0 V
R1 Chroma (3.58 MHz)= 300 mV p-P

470 Sound (4.5 MHz) = 250’mV p-p

A’ spectrum analyzer viewing the modulator output
cl .~~en

I

R2 R3
is first set UP to OdB on thevideoreferenc~~l:i..<..,,,

0.001 470 470
chroma and sound are added. (These will}.:~~~at
-22dB and -24dB, respectively, assum$h$~~$$ ‘gainv 61.25 MHz

I+01 setting value of RG is high enough t~y,<~~nt over-1/ (b

C2
load). Finally, the amount of “92~’,,,~i&~:@pect to the

~a
I 56 PF

video carrier is measured over the@@~$’Video carrier,.**{’,, .\f.\},y
180 range. ~.~’.’”.‘~<{i,tt

While this signal ratio may ~&#dely used for com-( b
parative tests, it does not~$~{esent very closely the

0.15PH picture, chroma, and ?~d$~$evels normally transmit-
ted. A normal pic~~$$~~titains considerably less

6 () 7 3.58 MHz energy,~~~~$~~he suppressed carrier encod-
ing. on the ot$~~ h’~d, a standard T.v. station trans-

MC1374 mits a much~~kager sound signal, typically at-12 tO
-20dB om$f~~~~ectrum analyzer. This appears as a
single~*~”$$#d, and is actually a separate transmitter!
usu,all~:~perated at half the power of the video trans

OSCILLATOR FEEDBACK TO ~~{er. A sound level of 500 mV p-p in the previous

AM MODULATOR INPUTS
The circuit designer should be aware of the possibil-

~s~,a~ple would produce a spectrum analyzer level of
:$~&l,e-$5dB.This is a more realistic test signal for “920”

ity of introducing carrier frequency shift in the AM ,~+.,,~{k;‘@valuation.
“’i+. .

system. Inattention to wiring and components on pins
1’,,.+{. Figures 8, 9 and 10 summarize a series’ of “920”

1 and 11 can cause as much as 300 kHz shift in car$ier $’+ measurements taken with different relative sound

(at 67 MHz) over the video input range. This app~?h~ levels, video reference levels and values of gain resistor

be caused by output RF being transmitted to W,~~~ri; RG. The results in Figure 8 are unsatisfactory by either

ents and wiring on the input pins. A carefu}i~~%$ can measurement standard, and demonstrate that too

be expected to keep this shift below 10kH~i,s~@leads much of the available dynamic range of the MC1374

are important everywhere in the A~~~~&@rn. If the has been used. The other examples show that by either

video source impedance is low, pin~l%$~%g’%eshunted reducing standard signal level, or reducing gain (RG),

by a small bypass (<100 pF), fu~tie~,~~ucing the pos- acceptable results may be obtained.

sibility of oscillator feedbac$$,.~~ct$~atormaY alSObe
inadvertently coupled to t@~~~’’&utput, with the un-
desired effect of preveR*~$i@ygood null, or carfier
rejection, when V11 = *k- .~easonable care will Yield
carrier rejection r+~~~ o~56 to 40dB below sync tip
level carrier.

.,’:*$r,’:~’,.> FIGURE 8 – 920 kHz BEAT
Y~*\i,+:,~~’.,

THE “920 d~:km” PROBLEM
Non-linW~$$~&ces cause signal mixing and inter-

modulatie~~roducts. In tele~sion, one of the mOSt
==

seri~~+q,~erns is the prevention of the intermodula- ~
tid~<~~lor (3.58 MHz) and sound (4.5 MHz) frequen- ~ w
~~%;~hich causes a 920 kHz signal to appear in the

& o~ a

d~ctrum. The concern is very great because this is a
* ~
~ d

relatively “coarse” video frequency, with very high
z =x a

visibility. In fact, a level of “920” which is 54dB below s g

the picture carrier is considered to be at the threshold of ~‘ -

perceptibility. Very little (3rd order) non-linearity is
--

needed to cause this problem, and even though the
MC1374 appears extremely linear, it does produce
“920”. This is one of the most important considerations
in choosing gain and signal input levels. DIFFERENTIAL INPUT, (V1l-vl) [Vdcl



FIGURE 9 – 920 kHz BEAT
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FIGURE 10 -920 kHz BEAT
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Average V pin 6 or 7 = VCC -0-211 RL

And since the emitters of Q12 through Q15 are 2@
below the voltage on pin 6 or 7, the maximum voltage
which should be applied at pins 1 and 11 is given by:

max V pin 1 or 11 = VCC -34-211 RL

For the 750 case:

On the low end, the bases of the qg~~$~~~urce tram
sisters Q8 and Q9 are at 24 abo~d$:mpfid. Conserva-
tively, the input pins 1 and 11 s@~y!~W&vergo below 34
above ground, but in fact ~-&q~&&nt sources can be
saturated without appargn~~~g%lems. No distortions
are evident down to 1.6,,~,@ either input. operation in
this region is necew$~k%hen using a 5.0 V power
supply, but sho~~,~tio~be used when higher power
supply is avail.? bl~%@’’summary, the useful “window”
for pin 1and,p;~~~~%put voltages is shown in Figure 11.

~‘$’”.*,,;\..,,>\{...*’:!.:*,.,.,.-. .,>

,,

‘-?<$.
~ t: :, .,,i.,, ,t\j!:- o~,y,~“ ~~
k., ;?~.~ 5.0 6.0,.&*/~2\k,~..s~ 7.0 8.0 12

BIASING THE AM $~@loN SUPPLY VOLTAGE,Vcc (Vdc)

In this section th@#~,f*equent use of the letter 4,
which represents ,~e &@e forward drop and is approx-
imately 0.75 vol&’~.Theassumption has been made, and. ,.*.).:l<, ,..

in most cas~s %o@$’ out experimentally, that avoid-!~s..‘%i
ante of s~t+~$$ion in any stage is desirable to mini- A biasing divider to pin 1 and another to pin 11 can

mize n~~~~~arities and interaction on the IC chip. be chosen to establish nominal conditions for a static

Wit~*h%$p mind, the following guidelines are helpful picture, such that a test pattern signal can be ac cou-

i~+a,b$shing bias levels. (Refer to Figure 1.) pled to the input. Figure 12 is an illustration of the sig-

~6*.oscillator produces a symmetrical waveform of nal voltages as used in the test circuit. Note that the dc

~.y~:~eak-to-peak at pins 6 and 7. The values of Rl, R2 voltages on pin 1 and pin 11 are arbitrary in the abso-

‘:$~ndM should be chosen to assure that pins 6 and 7 are lute sense (within the “window” of Figure 11) but the

at least d below VCC. Note that current source 12 = relative polarity and exact difference between these

1.5 mA. This is the total current in pins 6 and 7. The dc levels is critical to the establishment of standard

resistor values shown provide sufficient drop while levels. If VCC changes, divided voltages will change

giving the best compromise of decoupling and Q. The proportionately, as will the difference between them.

oscillator outputs, via Q21 and Q22, drive the bases of This is unacceptable, as it changes modulation depth.

the “upper quad” Q12, Q13, Q14 and Q15. The collec- Similar difficulties occur if the video input signal

tors of Q13 and Q15 can be as low as 211RLbelow VCC; changes in average value, such as a full black or full

not very important when RL = 75, but worthy of consid- white scene.

eration at higher loads. The supply voltage which
should be established at the oscillator tank:



FIGURE 12 – APPROXIMATE BIAS FOR
AC COUPLED INPUT

Vpin 11 = Vpin 1 =
———— ——— ——— ——— ——— 0% carrier

-– White = 12.5%

i ‘a(m‘M“n——————

d
nnn

----
–– –— –– Vpin 11 average bias

.----

Uuuuu
-——— ——— ——— Black = 75%

_-u~~__– –-–––––– Vpinll peak = 100%

In many cases the video source itself is dc referenced,
and can be made to provide both pin 1 and pin 11refer-
ence levels. If not, then the two divider voltages must
be regulated, moved a bit farther apart and the sync
signal clamped to the pin 11 bias by means of a diode,
as shown in Figure 13. The divider impedance should
be kept low to minimize the time constant of clamping
corrections as video content changes. This is the
classical sync clamping design problem, and workable
compromises are achievable. 2

THE AM MODULATOR PERFORMANCE
A widely accepted measurement tool, which is very

effective in evaluation of a video modulator, is the IRE
test signal. The photographs in Figure 14 and 15 show
this video signal and the resulting modulated RF out-
put from the MC 1374, This signal contains sync, color
burst, standard black and white levels and four equally
spaced gray steps. Also, each step contains a bar of

color of equal phase and amplitude (20 IRE Units). This
signal is supplied to the MC1374, and bias is adjusted
so that the white step produces 12.5’%carrier, compared
to syHc tips. The output of the modulator is fed to a
linear RF amplifier and a known high quality detector.
The maximum measured phase difference between
detected color bars is defined as differential phase
error. The MC1374 typically gives less than a 2° total
spread.

.-:\.rjt”

The difference in amplitude between the lg~~~~hnd
smallest color bar is called differential gqi~,d~~rtion.
In the MC1374, the test results ran&&.’}&~5 to 7’%.
(Note that this is the relative ampl~$~~~~tween bars
which are only 201RE units in am~~~$:,,$ejIt is equiva-
lent to an overall linearity (fr@&*@~ white to above
black) of a little over 1%.,~h~,~~ good Performance
for a video amplifier, exqp~wnal for a modulator.

The video input fre~.~~~~~~esponse is, for all prac-
tical purposes, flat$,’Q$f:Qrifrom a 75 Q source> there
is no rolloff at 3Q~~,~~$~..~,<,...

FIGURE 15 — MC1 374 MODULATED OUTPUT

.



drawback of limiting the frequency range of this
section. Still, it will operate from 1.4 MHz to 14 MHz,
enough to be used in a cordless telephone base station
(1.76 MHz), and high enough to possibly be used as an
FM IF test signal generator.3

The ability of this oscillator/modulator to be linearly
frequency modulated is quite impressive. While cer-
tainly not capable of the fidelity required in “HI-FI”
FM, the performance of this system compares favo~
ably to many laboratory generators, and exceeds the
distortion performance of varactor modulators by sev-
eral times. At 4.5 MHz, a deviation of A25 kHz can be
achieved with 0.6% distortion (typical).

In the circuit of Figure 16all seven devices QI through
Q7 are active in the oscillator/modulator function.
Differential amplifier Q3, Q4, Q5, Q6 acts as a gain
stage, sinking current from input section Ql, Q2 and
the phase-shift network R17 and Cl. Input amplifier
Ql, Q2 can vary the amount of “in phase” Q4 current,
to be combined with phase-shifter current in load resi~

, with all har-THE FM SECTION results in a clean output fundamental,

TheFM system was designed specifically for the T.V. monies more than 40dB down. This choice removes the

intercarrier function at 4.5 MHz for the U.S. and 5.5 need for additional filtering components, The source

MHz for CCIR countries. For circuit economy, one- impedance of pin 3 is approximately 2 k~, and the open-

phase shift circuit was built into the chip. This had the circuit amplitude is about 900 mV p-p for the test circuit

benefit of saving components and pin outs, and the shown in Figure 17.

FIGURE 17- FM TEST CIRCUIT
.-:\.r*,,
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tor R16. The R16 voltage is applied to emitter follower
3

<i$~~,Probe)
“lb< “

2

Q7 which drives an external series L-C circuit. Feed-
13

..$’?<?2,,,,,..?.~..:
C3 o~.\ \~$<

back from the center of the L-C circuit back to the base ~~~i,,,,.,3 120PF I
C5 ~

of Q6 closes the looP. As audio input is applied which ~XL*,~:iJ’”’
~ o.ooluF

would offset the stable oscillatory phase, the frequency ‘;**+,,,”

c

changes to counteract.
~\*.i\>

>+.s. $~
It would seem natural to take the FM syste~w~put

Optional

from pin 2, the emitter-follower output, but ~&@u@ut
Bias R

;.<+?:.;$: (See Text) =

is high in harmonic content. Taking th~’ti,~~til from
pin 3 sacrifices somewhat in source,i~$~edance but,.>Y.t.



FM SECTION CIRCUIT VALUES
The oscillator center frequency is approximately the

FIGURE ~ - DISTORTION Ve~US MODULATION DEPTH

resonance of the inductor L2 from pin 2to pin 3 and the 5.0 I I
effective capacitance C3 from pin 3 to ground. Include —VCC=12V

approximately 6 pF (internal) when making frequency TA=250C
4,0 — fc=4.5 MHz

calculations. For overall oscillator stability, it is best I
to keep XL in the range of 3000 to I k~. s

The modulator transfer characteristic at 4.5 MHz is - 3.0
%

shown in Figure 18. The curve should be interpreted as =c
a transfer function relating instantaneous pin 14 volt- 0

g 2.0
age to output frequency. Transfer curves at other fre-
quencies have a very similar shape, but differ in maxi-
mum deviation pen input volt, as shown in Figure 19. 1,0 . Y

‘FIGURE 18- MODULATOR TRANSFER FUNCTION 4.5 MHz o
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The impedancq,~$$$~ivider has a bearing on thezz 4,6 ~*:1$.’~*\~Y::\J..
w frequency ve~sus~~perature stabiiity of the FM3
~ 4.5 system. Fig~$e$&,was taken using an adjustable regu-~ \+,$:.:\&,,,.

lated bia~%a~~e and varying the “pull down” resistor
$ 4.4 from p$$&$,,@ the bias source to determine the most
: stabl~$pedance. The resulting value of 27 k~ can be
~ 4.3
w
0,

r$~lace&by a divider of 180 k~ and 30 k~ (for VCC =
4.2 ~kiz~~withequally good temperature stabilization

$, r*ults.
‘i>...4.1 ~’~$y..\

o
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FIGURE 19- MODULATOR SENSITIVIW ‘$. “$?: vernuaTEMPERATURE
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~~dg applications will not require dc connection to However, as Figure 22 shows, a divider is not a good
t$~atidio input, pin 14. However, some improvements method if the supply voltage varies. The designer must
cati be achieved by the addition of biasing circuity. make the decisions here, based on considerations of
The unaided device will establish its own pin 14bias at economy, distortion and temperature requirements
4$, or about 3.0 V. A brief study of the transfer char- and power supply capability. If the distortion require-
acteristic shows that this bias is a little too high for ments are not stringent; i.e., 2[% at ~2s kHz deviation,
optimum modulation linearity. This can be verified by then no bias components are needed. If, in this case, the
means of distortion measurements using a high qual- temperature compensation needs to be improved in the .
ity FM detector and distortion analyzer. Figure 20 high ambient area, the tuning capacitor from pin 3 to
shows better than 2 to 1 improvement in distortion
between the unaided device and pulling pin 14down to

ground can be selected from N75 or N150 temperature
compensation types.

2.6 to 2.7 V. This can be accomplished by a’ simple
divider, if the supply voltage is relatively constant.



FIGURE 22 – FM SYSTEM FREQUENCY versus VcC PRE-EMPHASIS

4.50
Standard practice in television is to provide pre-

emphasis of higher audio frequencies at the transmit-
4.49- Hn 14 to 2.6 V Source ter and a matching de-emphasis in the T.V. receiver

4.48
audio amplifier. The purpose of this is to counteract the

=14 Open
fact that less energy is usually present in the higher

G
$ 4.47

/ ‘ frequencies, and also that fewer modulation sidebands

~ 4.46
are within the deviation window. Both factors degrade

/ ‘
u

signal-to-noise ratio. Pre-emphasis of 75 ps is standard
3 ‘Rn 14-180 k/30 k Mvider
8 4.45

practice. Usually the audio source to the T.V. ?fl~&tor
~ / already has pre-emphasis, but for cases wh,pz~%$~ not

4,44 been provided, or is not capable of supply,~~~~~t kn in-

4.43 TA=250C
put impedance of the MC1374, a suitab~,~:~mphasis
network is covered in Appendix IL&4“’~,b?>*,*.>,\’)\:;’\\\:~

4.42
+1!~l{ .>:$?,,.,.. **

4.0 5.0 6.0 7.0 8.0 9.0 10 11 12
‘.~%.?,*?Y’,.),‘!:.~>$:,~:\~

v~c,SUPPLY VOLTAGE (Vdc)
,..):.$.,..$:}.,

.,,.,‘Sf.1,*..,~,,>~,
~i*, t~ ~<..t.+~\ .>,}. ,.,.”

Another reason for dc input to pin 14is the possibility ASSEMBLINGm~:~@~PLETE
of automatic frequency control. In some systems where MODULATO~,Rs>JiY”
high accuracy of intercarrier frequency is required, Using the i,n?l~~~tion developed in the preceding
it maybe desirable to feed back the dc output of an AFC sections, a ~d’&~leteT.V. modulator circuit is presented.
or phase detector for nominal carrier frequency control. The schs4$c-’~s shownin Figure23. lt includesthe
Obviously the filtering and response time of such a simpL4~&,jjalmost lossless second harmonic OUtPUt
system will have to be slow enough so as not to follow filt@&*~%er than the more elaborate vestigial side-
the desired audio. Only limited control range could be h~nd%pe. The gain resistor, R8 in this case, is 2.2 k~,
used without adversely affecting the distortion per- ,,,.,~~~.~n intended video input of approximately 1.0V peak
formance, but as shown earlier, very little frequency
compensation will be needed.

& ‘$t sync tip. This produces an output of 70 m V p-p W.
“~4,&~*+~tirminated,for a max RMS output of about 12 m V. This

One added convenience in the FM section is the ~?jp is 12dB greater than FCC ties permit, so it must be
separate pin “oscillator Bt” which permits disabling., * padded down for commercial applications.
of the sound system during alignment of the A,~ecfX
tion. Usually it can be hard wired to the VC@;sd&~ce
without decoupling.

..,:>.,.?,,::~\i,~t$,.;.$..,..,\\liy,.,,.* ~

.



The modulator circuit includes channel 3 and chan- APPENDIX II – AUDIO PRE-EMPHASIS CIRCUIT’
nel 4 bandswitching, video sync tip clamping, and
audio biap to reduce distortion. All 3 of these features
can easily be deleted when minimum cost is needed.

One area which was touched upon earlier, but not
C = 0.0012 pF

fully developed, is the coupling of theintercarrier CC = 0.1 WF \l ,

sound output from pin 3 to the sound side of AM modu-
14

{~

later input, pin 1.The method shown in Figure 23 is the
++ ‘

---
1

“Flat” ~ Audio
preferred approach, primarily because it permits easy Audio
adjustment of intercarrier amplitude with the mini- Input
rn’umof “antenna” on pin 1. The input impedance at
pin 1 is very high, so the intercarrier level is deter- 0 ,,.

mined by the source impedance of pin 3 (about 2K),
driving through C4 into the bias circuit impedance of
R4 and R5, about 2.2K. This provides an intercarrier 25-

level of nearly 500 mV p-p, just right for the video level z

chosen here.
: 20- .,..i

The artwork for a printed circuit version of this de- $ 15-
sign is provided in Appendix III. Performance of the 5
board is consistent with the data presented earlier and Q lo-

has been used successfully with both static (test pat-
s
0

tern) and video disk sources. With a 12V regulated sup- .e-
ply there is less than +10 kHz shift of RF carrier fr~
quency from 0° to 50°C for any video input level. ,t:>,:.,@:ra~:~,.\,,.*$

3’. :,Y.., 21 210 2100 21 k
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